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Search for president
continues Thursday

'1

arch in July

1

tudents from North Posey high school in Indiana practice for a marching band competition in the fall
'uesday afternoon in the field next in front of Thomas Hall.

orking out
tudent Rec Center running smoothly
The recreation center in Lantz

1ym has just completed a year of
istence, one that has turned out
be quite profitable.
"I think everything has gone
ite well this first year," said
'avid Dutler, director of inforal sports and intramural pro·ams at Eastern. "The participa'1on has been excellent and it's
creased 117 percent in our
formal sport program and will
ntinue to do so.
"I think people are at the point
1ow where they realize what we
ve to offer and can really take
vantage of it during the winter
1onths."
Although the Rec Center gets
rowded at times during the
hool year, Du tier doesn't see
,ace as a problem. "We have a
'tal of 72 body part and aerobic
achines in the weight area and
far we havent had any comilaints."
But the Rec Center has more

than just weight facilities. There
are several full-court basketball
areas and a separate room for aerobic classes. Also there is a track
on the second level along with
several stationary bike machines
and a couple rowing machines.
"I think the only way things
would get overcrowded was if the
university expanded to about
15,000 students and I don't think
that's going to happen," Dutler
said.
Although the morning lap
swim has been eliminated, Duller
has added some things to the program, including more options in
the aerobics area.
"This fall we're going to start
an adult aerobics class that will
meet at 5:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday," Duller said.
With the addition of the miniature golf course and batting cages
at the Charleston Rotary pool,
Dutler will institute miniature
golf into the informal sport program where people can compete
individually or as members of
teams.

Also, four-on-four volleyball
will be added along with a soccer
shoot out. The shootout will take
place at the Eastern soccer field
and will involve kicking soccer
balls from a cert-ain distance trying to score a goal.
The Rec Center also has a new
lounge so people can relax right
on the premises, which makes it
more convenient. There isn't any
new weight equipment yet, but
there's really no need for it.
There's an aerobic or body part
machine for just about every
muscle available.
Fees for use of the facility will
be the same as last year, $55.00 a
semester, for full-time students
which is included in student fees.
Part-time students who want use
of the facility will be charged
$4.65 for each hour under the
minimum 12-hour requirement
for full-time status.
The facility will be open the
first school day, August 26. By
the 28th, students will be
required to show a valid I.D.
upon entering.

By ANN GILL
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News editor

As the tenure of President Stan
Rives draws to a close, interviews
for the sucessor to the universities
highest position will get underway this week.
Interviews for the position of
Eastern 's seventh president will
begin Thursday at the Board of
Governors office in Springfield,
said David Carpenter, chair of the
campus search committee.
Interviews will be conducted
on Thursday and Friday and will
be completed on Aug. 6-7, said
Michelle Brazell, BOG spokeswoman.
Interviews will be conducted
by Chancellor Thomas Layzell,
Carpenter, facutly member Jill
Nielsen and student Chad Bandy.
The campus advisory committee, meet during May and the
early part of June to review
resumes and select individuals
that meet the criteria set by the
committee. The committee then
forwarded the names of 15 individuals to be contacted for interviews.
The field of candidates was
narrowed to 12 after three of the
candidates made other committments, said BOG Spokeswoman,
Pam Meyer in June.
According to Carpenter, following interviews the committee
hopes to narrow the field of candidates to six.
Candidates called back for a
second interview will be brought
to campus starting the last week
of August and extending into mid
September, Carptenter said.
Carpenter said the plan is to try
and meet with two candidates per
week.
On campus interview will

«We anticipate a short'time~
period." Brazell said of the
vacancy in the presidents

office:
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· InterlieW$ f Or. candidates,
to replace Rives are scheduled to begin Thursday at the

BOO office in Springfield.
Bµzelt said the announcement of a new president is
slated for the Sept. 24 board
meeting_ which wi11 be .held at
Ea.stem,
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include an open meeting where
the university will have the
opportunity to meet with the candidates, Carpenter said.
Brazell said, tentative plans are
to announce the selection of the
new president at the Sept. 24
board meeting.
"I think we can do it,"
Carpenter said.

:Qa·inn:,"· An·.y·;. foans

S-h6ufdj1e1p sCh001s
The money would be repaid by
SRRlNGflELD, 111. {AP) -Illinois treasurer Patrick Quinn June 30, 1993, the end of the current fiscal year.
f-~f\l~ Tuesday to back away

.)~\"(lemand that any state bor"1>Wifilinclude money for schools,
calling Gov. Jim 'Edgar hypocritical for not agreeing.
Quinn said schools need the
money to negotiate labor agreements and prepare for the fall session. If the state is going to ease its
fiscal burden with a loan, then it
should help schools too, he said.
"I just think that it's kind of
hypocritical, really, for the governor to somehow be telling school
districts - that have the same cashflow problems as the state government - that 'No, no, we're going
to put out at a Chicago news conference.
Edgar wants to borrow $300
million to pay overdue state bills.

Edgar, a Republican , needs
approval from Quinn and
Comptroller Dawn Clark Netsch,
both Democrats. Netsch has
agreed, but Quinn refuses to support the loan unless $176 million
is .used for early distribution of
school aid.
The governor opposes that, saying it would be unfair to give
schools their money early when
other obligations are months overdue·. His office didn't immediately
return messages Tuesday afternoon.
Netsch agrees with Edgar. A
spokesman said she fought a losing battle over education with
lawmakers this spring, and it's
time to move on.
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Hare Krishnas joining Democrats counter foreign policy debate
fight as Sarajevo falls
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) - In what may be a telling
sign of the depth of resistance in .
this encircled city, even the gentle
Hare Krishnas are joining the fight.
Battered and blasted, hospitals
and cemeteries overflowing ,
Sarajevo feels it is being slowly
suffocated as the world stands by.
"This is a safari. And we are the
hunted," said Mustafa Panuk, barely blinking as two rifle shots
cracked just outside his office window Tuesday.
Now when a mortar round falls
on a street in Sarajevo, he said,
passers-by scoop up the wounded
as quickly as possible, clear away
debris, and continue walking as
though nothing happened.
"This proves there is no fear in
these people anymore. Fear is the
most powerful feeling a person can
have. But fear in our people is disappearing," said Panuk, chairman
of a city management board.
What had been fear a few
months ago is being transformed
into anger and defiance.
The leader of the Krishnas'
approximately 100 followers in
Sarajevo, Jadranka Stojkovic, said
the group is helping refugees and
that one member has been permitted to fight on the Muslim side.
That is allowed under the rules of
the faith if it is considered a just
war, said Stojkovic, a Serb.
People in Bosnia-Herzegovina
say their plight proves that Western
Europe and the United States give
only hollow support to democracy
and human rights in former
Yugoslavia.
They accuse the West of standing

ATLANTA (AP) - The Democrats counterattacked Tuesday in
the increasingly bitter political
debate over foreign policy experience, with Al Gore declaring that
if President Bush and Dan Quayle
"are such whizzes ... why is it that
Saddam Hussein is thumbing his
nose at the entire world."
Former President Carter joined
the assault, blaming Bush for the
"politicizing of foreign policy"
and saying it would be "a travesty" if Secretary of State James A.
Baker III quit such a vital post to
lead the president' s reelection
campaign.
In contrast, the White House
was all but silent on the issue, a
day after Bush's spokesman called
a statement by Bill Clinton on

by while Bosnia is pummeled by
Serbian nationalist forces supported
by the former Yugoslav People's
Army.
Although most world attention is
focused on the deprivations and
violence in Sarajevo, people speak
of even worse atrocities against
Muslims and Croats in the vast
stretches of Bosnian countryside
and small towns now controlled by
Serbs.
''The dominant mood is anger,"
said Gordana Knezevic, an editor at
the newspaper Oslobodenje, speaking in a makeshift office in the capital 's presidency complex after the
former offices were destroyed by
fighting.
"For almost one month nothing
has changed. We still have shelling
every day, and people are still being
SAUGET(AP) - A company
shot by snipers on our dangerous under the gun to get boxcars of
crossroads," she said. Outside the New York garbage unloaded and
city, "you still don't know what is trucked to a landfill is paying
going on with those nearest to dozens of homeless men to do the
you." With the city under siege smelly, dirty work.
State environmental officials said
since April, most communication
has been blocked, electricity and they would ask the federal governwater supplies are at about 20 per- ment to investigate the working
cent of the prewar level, and food conditions.
Despite the temptation of being
supplies are maintained only with a
tenuous air bridge operated by the . paid up to $10 an hour, some of the
men have quit because of health
United Nations.
Knezevic said her friends all concerns.
"It's not worth it," said one man
have broken windows in their
apartments and they are desperately who lives in a St. Louis homeless
shopping for wood stoves and plan shelter and did the work for a number of days before quitting.
to bum furniture and floorboards.
"It's just the way it was handled.
''They want to make us into aniEverything
was rush , rush, rush,
mals, hiding in the cellars or crawland
I
didn't
want
to stick my hand
ing on our hands and knees, "
Knezevic said of the Serb national- in and get poked by a needle," said
ist forces that have the city in a the man, who declined to be identified. "I didn't want to come up with
noose.
some disease." He was one of

ONLY Off Campus Housing on Campus
Now Leasing
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CHARLESTON , IL

St. James Place
0905 S. 12th St.)
• 1 & 2 Bedroom Units
• Fully Furnished
• A.C.
•Newly Remodeled
• Laundry & Parking

Call Anytime 348-1479 For appointment
or drop by rental office at 715 Grant St.
3:30 - 5:30 p.m. - M - F

midnight Friday, after missing an
earlier court deadline last week.
Workers said Tuesday they were
being paid $7 to $10 an hour for
12-hour shifts to do the work in the
rail yard at Cahokia Marine Service
in Sauget, a small community
across the Mississippi River from
St. Louis.
"Some need the money to exist,"
said the Rev. Eugene Davidson,
shelter supervisor at Berea
Presbyterian Church in St. Louis.
"You can imagine $84 a day to a
guy who hasn't seen 84 cents in a
month." Reporters and photographers were barred from the work
site Tuesday.
Joseph Nassif, a lawyer for
Cahokia Marine, said state officials
had told him not to allow anybody
on the site so the operation could be
completed as quickly as possible.
He said train 15 cars, out of an original 90, were still to be unloaded.

dozens of homeless men recruited
in the last two weeks to help unload
the trash into tractor-trailers, which
are transporting it to Illinois landfills.
The trash has been rotting in the
rail yard since June 22 because
Oklahoma-based hauler TENNSV
Inc. let its contract expire June 15
with a trucking company that was
to transfer the garbage to dumps.
TENNSV also was responsible
for tons of garbage on another train
- one that wandered three Midwest
states for more than a week earlier
this month, shunned by every community where it tried to stop, before
it finally was sent back to New
York for dumping.
The company has said that problem also arose because it had no
trucking company to take the
garbage to dumps.
TENNSV is under court order to
remove the garbage from Sauget by

.

Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

(Across from the Union on 7th)
• 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Furnished Units
• Free Trash & Parking
• Central A.C.
• Dishwashers
•Microwaves
• Balconies

But the Democrat left it to his
running mate to join the battle in
full force.
Gore, appearing in Atlanta
alongside Carter, accused the Bush
administration of focusing on foreign policy to the detriment of
domestic matters - and still failing
to dislodge Saddam.
Although Americans do have
concerns about world affairs, he
said, "the dominant issue in this
campaign is going to be how we're
going to get our country moving
forward." Carter, too , said the
"recent success" of Saddam in his
nation 's standoff with the United
Nations over military inspections
"doesn't show to me any particular
advantage to having experience in
the White House."

Town recruits homeless to unload garbage

SEARCH NO MORE
Th~

Yugoslavia "reckless" and BushQuayle campaign aides attacked
Clinton as lacking both ability and
experience in foreign policy.
Presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater reiterated Bush's appreciation of the Democratic presidential nominee's general support
on the Iraqi situation. Asked if the
White House weren't sending an
inconsistent message, Fitzwater
smiled and said, "Nobody gets our
blanket endorsements." Clinton
took a verbal shot at Bush's
Monday suggestion that he alone
had "the experience, the seasoning, the guts" to stand up to such
foes as Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein. Bush should show such
qualities "a little more consistently," Clinton said.

25¢ Drafts (Lite MGD)
75¢ Bottles.(MGD MGD Light)

WEDNESDAY
DRINK SPECIAL

others $1
plus food and shots specials

Leinenkugel's
Pitchers

spend your weekends at

$3.00

MOM's

THURSDAY
STEAK NIGHT
8 Oz. Choice
Charbroiled Sirloin,
Homemade Fries, Slaw

$6.95
5-9

p.m.
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Material lssu,e returns to Charleston to rock at Stu's
It's not "Hangin w/MTV" or
David Letterman, it's Stu's Surf
Side and that is the next destination for the Chicago based trio,
Material Issue.
Material Issue with special
guest The Cavedogs will perform
to an expected crowd of 400
Friday at Stu's, 1405 Fourth St.
The two bands are currently
touring together on the Pop
Against Recession Tour, said Dave
Svoboda, manager of Stu's.
This will be a return trip to
Charleston for the Material Issue
trio, Jim Ellison, Ted Ansani and
Mike Zelenko, who opened for
Cheap Trick at the April
University Board concert.
"We have been trying to get
them for sometime," Svoboda said
of Material Issue. "It fit in good
(the show), it's something to liven
up the summer," He added.
The trio were recently made an
appearance and were featured on
"Hangin' w/MTV" and made an
appearance on David Letterman.
The release of the band's second
album, "Destination Universe"
features 13 original songs featur-

ing "What Girls Want."
"What Girls Want," hit
Billboard's modern rock chart in
late May and climbed its way to
number six by mid July.
Other Destination Universe
tracks include: "Who Needs
Love," "Destination You," and
"Ballad of a Lonely Man," to
name a few.
"Unlike other bands, we actually want people to like us," Ellion
says. With 200,000 copies of their
first album International Pop
Overthrow sold, it looks as if
Material Issue is gaining popularity.
International Pop Overthrow
featured 14 tracks with, "Valarie
Loves Me," and "Diane," to reach
the top five of the modern rock
chart.
"Everything about music
appeals to me-I get off just strapping on my guitar," Ellison said.
Opening for Material Issue, is
The Cavedogs, a Boston based
alternative trio that burst on the
scene with Joyrides For Shut-Ins.
Rolling Stone, Billboard, Elle
and Spin are just a few of the publications that have featured The
Cavedogs.
The most recent album Soul
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Mo' ·Money isn't worth any

McNutt set to retire after 25 years
Dee McNutt of Charleston, administrative aide in the Office of the Dean of
Library Services at Eastern, will retire July
3i after nearly 25 years of service.
"I have enjoyed my association with
Eastern and will miss the students, faculty
and administrators with whom I've
worked. I've particularly enjoyed working
with the stt"dents," McNutt said.
McNutt has worked for three library
deans and has seen the library go through a
variety of transitions, from the construction
of a new wing in 1968 and the introduction
of a computerized catalog system to the
addition of a significant number of staff
and library resources to accommodate
increasing enrollments.
McNutt is responsible for ensuring that
the personnel needs of the 11 units in the
library are met, including hiring and supervising student and graduate assistants and
interns for the library's Illinois Regional
Archives Depository.
In addition to monitoring the allocation
of the budget for the 175 student workers
and scheduling staff, she serves as liaison
between the library staff and the dean. This
includes seeking _feedback from library service heads and students on how to develop,

--

The Chicago based ban Material Issue will perform in a double-billing show Friday at Stu's Swf Side,
1405 Fourth St. with the Boston based Cavedogs. Member:s of Material Issue are Ted Ansani, Mike Zelenko
and Jim Ellison.
Martini includes 12 tracks, "Love and met up with Mark Rivers after added.
Tickets are $6 each and availGrenade," "Murder," "III," moving to Boston and started
"You're Put Away" and others.
able at Stu's, Record Service in
playing together in 1985.
"They (tavedogs) are a good Champaign or you could win tickThe Cavedogs style has been
compared with the Who, Pink band," Svoboda said.
ets on Z95/Zl08, Svoboda said.
Doors will open at 8 p.m., "the
Floyd and XTC. Band members
Material Issue and the
Todd Spahr and Brian Stevens Cavedogs are on their way back show should last about 2 1/2-3
joined forces at Miami University from their east coast tour, Svoboda hours," Svoboda said.

improve and evaluate library policies, operational procedures and services.
Student input has resulted in extended
library service hours and services, including an hours telephone "hotline."
McNutt also has helped prepare the
library's annual report and organize the
University's community holiday party and
concert, which was held in Booth _Library
until last year.
·
McNutt, who received Eastern 's Civil
Service Award for Service in 1987, has
served on the University's Civil Service
Council and the Board of Governors
Universities Bargaining Committee and has
been associated with Friends of Booth
Library.
Library Dean Allen Lanham said, "Dee
works well with faculty, civil service
employees and students and has contributed in many ways to the success of the
library program."
McNutt plans to remain in Charleston
and continue volunteer work at Sarah Bush
Lincoln Health Center, the Wesley United
Methodist Church and the Charleston
RSVP program.
- Staff Report

By MITCH McGLAUGHLIN
Staff writer

Review

What you see is not always what you get.
security chief make the film a little bit easier
Everyone who has ever hunted through a
to swallow.
video store knows the perils and pitfalls of
It is really irritating when you see the
selecting films from among the lesser known
pr9mi~e for.<µ} ~nt~rt.aiu.ing f\lm ~ing ~as~d
masterpieces .o f our time.
as a vehicfe to make someone mo' money.
It is especially disappointing t_Q fil}d i>UJ: .PkJt. ttnes111'e"b«>trglTt ·trp1hem1roppa1;- tltibg'S-•
that the comedy you paid to see in the theatre are not explained sufficiently and most of the
is actually a comedy/action/ 90-minute prime plot twists were recycled from better action
time rehash.
films.
"Mo' Money," starring Damon Wayans of
Any movie that brings back the tired run"In Living Color" fame is all of those things ·
ning joke of a tooth ache does not get off to a
and more.
good start. Most of the bits and characters we
When casual viewers see the advertise- have seen before, but they seem to lose some
ment for "Mo' Money," they are lead to of their charm and wit when they are taken
believe that this is going to be some sort of away from the little and pasted together on
fast paced comedy centered around the "In
the silver screen.
Living Color" sketch.
It is obvious from "The Last Boy Scout"
What they get is a film with a few very that Damon Wayans could pull off an action
funny moments, a lot of stolen ideas from the role like this, but as executive producer, writtelevision show and a poorly developed dra- er and star, he may have spread himself a litmatic side that involves cops, credit cards
tle too thin.
and schtick.
If you are a lover of "In Living Color,"
Even though Damon gives a watchable have a couple of hours and a few bucks to
performance as does Marlon, a tip of the hat burn, then "Mo' Money" may be the right
belongs to John Diehl who played the villain.
film for you. If not, you can always try the
Diehl had played bit parts in movies such
video store.
as "Stripes," but his portrayal of a psychotic

lliW@ ~®~
Charleston
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&
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CRAZY ·
BREADS
WITH ANY TOPPING OF YOUR CHOICE
EXCLUDES EXTRA CHEESE

e

TWO 4-PIECE ORDERS

$8~~x

2 QUARTS
KOOL-AID

SUGAR-SWEETENED SOFT DRINK MIX

$ 1Q~lt
with

2 LARGE PIZZAS

Little Caesars®(I) Pizza!Pizza!
Two great pizzas! One low price®. Always! Always!
Kool-Aid.Sugar Sweetened Soft Drink Mix and jug are available only with purchase of PicniclPicnic! offer for a limited time at participating
• stores:No·co1:1pon -neeessary:©1992"l1ttle'Caesat £n~rprises; lnc. Kool-Aid-and 1he-11(J(Mn1z~<t f'itt:l'lett11Mc~ !t(e registei'ed-trademarks· ·
of Kratt General Foods.Inc.
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What is happening on this campus?

mony In a cave. A lot of people misunderstood that
Through my columns, I had
whole thing but I can see it happening.
always prided myself on creating
It must be "a white thing."
In the minds and hearts of others a
Let the record show however that you, Rich Bird,
passion so grand In nature that
started this whole white/black thing and believe you me
they just had to sit down at their
mister that when all Is said and done you are going to
typewriters or, for some, pull out
have to sweep up and tum off the lights.
their crayons to type, scribble, or
Mr. Bird, please write.
sketch their own opinion about the
I need mall.
Issue which I had tackled.
Mr. Edwards.
I don't have the humor of Dave
Not even going to waste my precious writing time on
Beny. I don't have the vocabulaiy
this Y}JY. I have much more Important things to do like
of William F. Buckley. I don't have
snaking out my toilet and purchasing assorted fruits and
the hair of George Will. But I do
vegetables from roadside vendors.
have fun.
Winders
Mr. Edwards, please write.
lounge in cheek, witty bantor,
I need mall.
and thoughtful commentaty, from
Miss Gill.
not only myself but all involved In the process.
just a few comments.
Ed,it9fials represent the opinion
It was fun then. I got mall.
Be very careful with your "If you don't like it leave•
You don't send me mail anymore.
of the editorial.· board. Columns
But now we pick up the paper every day and see that mentality. just a word of warning.
You may wish for the wortd to be "where everyone
all that Is being accomplished Is a hell of a lot of name
are the opinioh ,o'f the author. , .
·calling from blacks and whites and boys named Sue, In lives In happiness and harmony" but, let's face It, It's not
addition to a series of cat fights, racial slurs, groin pulls, going to happen.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 1992
I may say that your a dreamer and you might not be
and "you don't know how bad we as a people have lt"the only one but It doesn't matter cause you are still
lsms.
· dreaming.
And most Importantly, I got mail.
Miss Gill, please write.
So Instead of appealing to the masses for mail I am
I need mall.
going to appeal to the columnist. A desperate man will
do anything for the thrill of mail.
Please write.
I'll take anything. Postcards, letters, and even, columns
Mr.Gray.
"I am a white-American's biggest nightmare; an edu- (get out your note pad and your thinking· hat Mr. Gray
cated blackman who will stop at nothing to acclaim and others).
just send your columns and letters tb j.A. Makes Me
fame..."
What? Mr. Gray, it's all pops an buzzers for me here. Mad, c/o The Dally Eastern News, Buzzard Building
As Eastern President Stan Rives leaves his Read the whole column twice, didn't see what the hell North Gym, Charleston, Ill. 6 t 920. Be sure to send a
SASE if you wish a response or perhaps an autographed
going for with that one.
office for the final time Friday and heads into youA were
question and a comment concerning your column.
photo.
retirement, just how is he going to be rememThank you for your support and assistance.
t. How many times a year must you defend your title
bered? What will be the legacy left behind by as "white-America's biggest nightmare?"
The "j.A. Makes Me Mad" contest is an equal oppor·
2. I don't have knowledge of Sister Souljah either but if tunity bitch and moan session.
Rives after his nine-year tenure? ·
An interesting parting note. Oddly enough, the day I
The thing that Rives should be remembered that is a prime example of "a black thing," then keep me
.uninformed.
make my column come-back appearance...President Stan
for is the great expansion that took place while
Mr. Gray, please write.
Rives is stepping down.
he was in office.
.
I need mail.
Mere coincidence? I think not.
While in office the boundaries of the univerMr. Bird.
].A. Winder.; Is a guest c.olumnlst for the summer ed/.
You are a "white racist" but you found shelter and har- · tion ofThe Daily Eastern News.
sity expanded at little cost to the students. The

OPINION
page

J.A.

A final look at
Eastern Illinois
President Rives

addition of the ·Lumpkin College of Business,
the Student Recreation Center, Greek Court, the
Burl Ives Art Studio, and the aquisition of
.
University Court are deftnitely s~~-':'s of -~h~ Ri.ves
.
. _legacy.
1 .L• ,y, .,,,, 1 .w,.·~.J•• ",JI,,.·' ·-Rives• fisted these,,addi' tions to campus as some of the most significant
accomplishments of his tenure.
"I will always remember Dr. Rives in Greek
Court, the Lumpkin College of Business and the
Student Recreation Center," said Lou Hencken,
acting vice president for student affairs.
Many other people on Eastern' s campus and
the Charleston community will also see Rives in
each one of these buildings that he helped
bring to the campus in a two-year span beginning in 1989 and fully completion by the fall of
1991.
With all of these additions to Eastern's campus the price of education at Eastern has
remained affordable. The cost to attend Eastern
is still the lowest of all of the state colleges and
universities in Illinois.
Unfortunately some people will remember
Rives for the events of the past year and a half.
Allegations of nepotism and illegal hiring practices under former Vice President of Business
Affairs Verna Armstrong and the handling of
sexual harassment complaint that led three
Lumpkin College of Business faculty members
to file dicrimination complaints are blemishes
on Rives record.
Another negative as far as Rives' era is his
less than graceful exit from the school. After a
three-month long evaluation of him by
Eastern' s governing body, the Board of
Governors, Rives made a December announcement that he was taking administrative leave
followed by retirement.
With his job now complete, The News hopes
that people will look back at Rives' legacy and
see that the good he did for the university outnumbered the bad that hampered down the
stretch.
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Your turn ••.
find answers.
This week, after this long stance
of denial, lo and behold, all of the
sudden, over a million documents
became "declassified" and are
released to the public consumption. Usually, when documents of
such importance are released the
least important documents are
Dear Editor:
A president, who would tell the released first. You can bet there
are millions of documents with
concerned families of POWsMIAs to "Shut up and sit down," more incriminating information
doesn't deserve to be president. A that haven't been released. Why?
president serves the people, the
Our Intelligence gathering compeople don't serve the president. munities chose to debunk any and
Perhaps, Mr. Bush has forgotten all reports of POWs still held or
that small, relatively unimportant MIAs. For those of you unfamiliar
with the term, debunk means to
fact!
Since the w ar ended in Viet ridicule, play down and Ignore. It
Nam over 20 years ago, the also means to spread dlslnformaUnited States government has tion to ~over what Is really known.
stated emphatically that NO ONE I am very familiar with this term.
·
As a field investigator and state
was left behind. Families of those
unaccounted for were faced not section director over seven counonly with dealing with their loss, ties for The Mutual UFO Network, I
but were also faced by Beauro- can tell you that our government
crats that wo1.ddn't turn a hand to h~ debunked UFOs for almost 50
help. Out of the other side of their years. POWs and MIAs are not
. mou.ths ;thev were c:.-"ying tb-"t the
. UFOs. These are r~al people with
-~ --- -~---~-'c/~- 1!-, ~· ~· · :' - Y. familyandfrlendswhowantthe
were doing everything possible to t h
rut .

Bush wrong
choice for
president

Abraham Lincoln once said, "
am a firm believer in the people.
given the truth, they can b
depended upon to meet an
national crisis. The important thl
is to bring them the real facts."
How can President Bush cal
himself a patriot and talk to fam
lies of American POWs and Ml
like that? Perhaps he should s
down and shut up, and let som
one run this country who car
about the people!
I can hardly wait for someone
ask President Bush this hypothe
cal question: "Mr. President, if
had a son missing in action or
prisoner of war that nev
returned, wouldn't you want
know the truth from your gove
ment about their fate?"
I don't see how anyone, I
good conscience, can vote for
man!
Release all the files! Tell t
truth! No more lies!
Wait until the governme
releases what- they know abo
UFOs!
Wesley S. C

The Dally Eastern News
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Clinton presses for national health care proposal
CHICAGO (AP) - Bill Clinton
called exploding health costs "the
core of our national economic discontent" Tuesday and said no president could turn the economy
around without a national health
care plan.
"We better make up our mind in
this election to face it and face it
now," the Democratic presidential
nominee said, campaigning outside
a Chicago-area hospital that sponsors Y-ME, a breast cancer support
group.
Clinton criticized the Bush
administration for what he said was
its "stubborn" refusal to rein in
administrative costs and its neglect
of research into women's health
issues.
He said such research had been
"grossly underfunded" and took
Bush to task for vetoing a measure
that would have provided $300 million for more medical research.
Bush objected that the measure also
would have provided money for
fetal tissue research.
"How many lives might hang in
the balance because of inadequate
research? We 're going to change
that," Clinton said.
The Democratic candidate backs
a health care plan under which
employers would either have to
provide coverage or pay into a pool
to cover the some 40 million
Americans who are uninsured.
Many business groups oppose
such a plan, contending it would
drive small employers out of busi-

w.1umema:aaa1es.a1desbCmtYma~sa#

ness. Critics also say it would create a tier system of coverage and
increase the number of people in
the general pool.

mvracmue.s:

Clinton said he knew some voters were skeptical that he could
implement a national health care
plan without a huge tax increase.

t

:

·

But he said the money could
come from defense cuts and trimming the waste in the health care
system. He said that Americans

were spending 30 percent more
than other advanced countries on
health care - and getting less for it
- largely because of out-of-whack
administrative costs.
For instance, Clinton said, if the
United States kept its administrative costs in line with other countries, there would be an extra $60
billion a year to go into research.
Exploding health care costs are
breaking state budgets because of
the huge influx of poor people who
need Medicaid, Clinton said.
In addition, health coverage costs
make the cost of U.S. cars about
$600 higher than foreign competitors~h'e said. ,
- .. ::•; • •
"We are gong to bankrupt this
country" if costs aren't brought
under control, Clinton said.
The candidate was heckled by a
small, but vocal, group of anti-abortion protesters who shouted,
"Sinner," and "Bill Clinton's a
whitewasher." He ignored them.
As he was shaking hands on the
way out, a woman asked Clinton
how he felt about Bush suggesting
that he alone could be trusted in
foreign crises.
''Trust? This is a guy who said,
'read my lips' four years ago and
he wants to be trusted," Clinton
said.
He said Bush had broken his
promise not to raise taxes and had
also pledged to listen to "forgotten"
Americans but had then vetoed a
bill that would have made it easier
to register to vote.

Rostenkowski pleads the fifth
Bush administration awaits
as excuse out of jury appearance next confrontation with Hussein
WASHINGTON (AP) - Three Democratic congressmen who said they would
. refuse to testify in an investigation of the
House Post Office were excused from a
scheduled grand jury appearance today, a
source close to the probe said.
But the source said negotiations were
continuing between prosecutors and lawyers
for Rep. Dan Rostenkowski of Illinois,
chairman of the House Ways and Means
Committee, and Reps. Austin J. Murphy and
Joseph Kolter of Pennsylvania to determine
if they eventually will be required to appear.
The three were subpoenaed to testify
today but wrote U.S. Attorney Jay B.
Stephens that they would refuse to answer
questions by citing their Fifth Amendment
privilege against self-incrimination.
The lawmakers said the grand jury was_
looking into an alleged scheme to trade
stamps for cash. All three denied participat509 Van Buren

ing in any such scheme and contended they
were exonerated by a House investigation
last week, which found no evidence of the
alleged scheme.
Lawyers for the three argued with prosecutors privately that the House members
should be excused since they would invoke
the Fifth Amendment, according to the
source, who spoke only on condition of
anonymity.
Stephens has declined to comment on the
subpoenas. He and the federal grand jury
could insist on an appearance or withdraw
the subpoenas.
"The appearances today were excused,"
the source said.
"Whether they'll have to appear in the
future is a question to be resolved later."
The three lawmakers last week called the
investigation a "political witch hunt" by
Stephens.

Hussein.
, . ~ . , ..•. <r -" ........
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"Who&_e sqn d,g)'2u ~aiit JoJ_o_tg
'Baghdad to get SaacTaiii ffussem'f..,.pariicipants at the early-morning White House
session said Bush asked them.
One senior administration official,
speaking on the condition of anonymity,
said the United States would try to persuade the United Nations to step up its
pace of inspections in Iraq.
Rather than waiting for Saddam to provoke another showdown, the United States
may seek ways to provoke its own confrontation to keep him from stretching out
his defiance, the official said.
As U.N. inspectors searched Baghdad's
Agriculture Ministry for evidence on Iraq's
weapons programs, ending a three-month
impasse, Bush and his advisers suggested ·
the immediate threat of war had passed.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush
administration said Tuesday that the standoff with Iraq "is defused" for the moment
but it braced for new confrontations. Top
congressional Democrats voiced cautious
support for President Bush's handling of
the crisis.
The White House conceded that Iraqi
dictator Saddam Hussein had scored a victory in barring Americans or other coalition members from a U.N. inspection team
that entered an Agriculture Ministry
building in Baghdad - but called it a minor
one.
And, as Bush and other administration
officials tried to maintain pressure on Iraq
by insisting on full compliance of all
cease-fire terms, the president told top lawmakers he was not prepared to send a U.S.
team into Iraq to try to eliminate Sadd3m
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WEDNESDAY
Old Style Pitchers

$2.75
THURSDAY
Rum drinks 50¢ off

LIVE
Wednesday
r---------------------,

"JONNY
QUEST"

Thursday

DRAFT ·
NITE
25 ¢

OldStyle
Drafts

Rock-n-Roll Show
Songs by:
Aerosmith, Bad
Company, Foreigner,
Sammy Hagar,
Queen, Van Halen,
ZZ Top & More .

$1.50 Pitchers
$1 Mixers

50¢ Old Style
$1 Mixers

D.J. Steve Hope
Slide Show

ADMISSION $1
(8-10 w/coupon)

HOUSESITTER (PG) 7:15, 9:30

AT

L---------------------

25¢ Hot Dogs

NO COVER

TED'S

B

9:~

Saturday
Friday
r----------------------, r---------------------,

Farewell Party

"sE-c.RET

"JOKER
X-PRESS"

SOCIETY"

Rock-n-Roll Show

From Springfield

Come See Their
Last Performance
Until Winter!

Songs by: Rush, Yes,
Aerosmith, Pink
Floyd, Janes
Addiction.etc.

Rock-n-Roll

$1 Old Style . $1 Old Style
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

ADMISSION $1

(8-1 Ow/ coupon)

ADMISSION $1
(8-10 W/COUPON)

I
I
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·End of an era: Rives exits E
The beginnings and endings of all human undertakings are untidy, the building ofa house, the writing
of a novel, the demolition of a bridge, and, eminently,
the finish of a voyage.
-John Galsworthy
Maintaining a quality university takes time, effort and a
placing a strong emphasis on making the institution a
place where higher education and student life are the
main priorities.
"The institution is for the students and serves the students," said Eastern President Stan Rives.
Rives belief that the institution is for the students is not
a new concept, and as his tenure as president ends at the
close of business on Friday, Rives will continue his support of Eastern and its programs in retirement.
"I will not play a formal role, but will do what I can to
support this university because it is worthy of support,"
he said.
As a part of his continuing commitment to Eastern,
Rives has been selected as a nominee to sever on the
University Foundation and the Foundation Board of
Directors.
When looking upon his job, Rives views his position as
a 15 hour, 7 day a week job.
"Being a college president is a tough job," Rives said.
And a tough year and a half it has been for Eastem's
top official.
The Rives administration was under fire after a series
of administrative controversies occurred under his leadership.
The allegations of nepotism and illegal hiring practices
under former Vice President of Business Affairs Verna
Armstrong, which lead to a Board investigation and her
release from the university and a lack of confidence vote
cast on Rives by the Faculty Senate.
''For a year, especially the later months of 1990, the
Faculty Senate tried very hard to work with Dr. Rives in
the face of numerous administrative problems that were
coming to light," said David Carpenter, former Faculty
Senate chair.
When interviewed last August, nearly one year since
the start of the investigation into Armstrong, Rives said
he would not have handled the situation any different and
responded to the Faculty Senate no confidence vote with
a simple, "that particular vote was not one of the highlights of my life."
Rives also faced problems with the handling of a sexual harassment complaint that led three Lumpkin College
of Business faculty members to file discrimination complain ts with the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission and accusations of circumvention of affirma~
tive action guidelines in the hiring of Assistant Vice
President for Development Arthur Rathjen.
Rives announced in December his plans for administrative leave followed by retirement. The announcement
came after a three-month evaluation of Rives, by the
Board of Governors, following a complicated year within
his administration.

After meeting with the Board on three separate
sions, Chancellor Thomas Layzell announced com
of Rives annual performance review at the Dec
meeting and said that the Board would take no a ·
a result of the review.
However, when contacted by The News former
student representative Brian Riordan said, "(Rives'
nation has) been a process. .. I could kind of see it
ing." Riordan was told of Rives pending resign
Layzell who failed to comment at the time.
When Rives released an official statement of
ing retirement, Dec. 30 he admitted to "philosop ·
ferences," with Layzell.
Now seven months later, Rives leaves the
Governors system with the best wishes fr
Chancellor and trustees of the board.
'The university has a well-deserved reputation
demic excellence and the Board and I are grateful
President and Mrs. Rives for their many years of
Layzell said.
Rives, who was unable to attend his final
ing as president, was honored by the Board
approved a resolution thanking Rives for his
service over the past nine years.
The board recognized the many accomp ·
Rives including: the new integrated core curri
enhancement of the institution's physical facilities
qu~.lity of campus residential life, and the
improvement of the university's funding level,
function of increased state support and as a rest.l
success of its private fund raising campaign.
In addition to the many programs that were ·
Rives could be considered as one of the top "
presidents, alongside of Lord and Dounda.
During his tenure, the university added Greek
Lumpkin College of Business, the Student R
Center, Burl Ives Art Studio and purchased U
Court. all of which were instituted in 1989 and
ed by September 1991.
Rives sees these additions to campus as some
most significant accomplishments.
"The conception of the idea (Greek Court) and:
existence," was at the top of his list. Although ·
met opposition at first, the Greek Court project
complete with six buildings housing the ma·
Eastern's greek organizations.
"I will always remember Dr. Rives in Greek
Lumpkin College of Business and the Student R
Center," said Lou Hencken, acting vice presi
dent affairs. "He is always looking out for the
he is very student oriented," Hencken added.
When looking at the formal side of Rives t
"public ivy" is not far behind. In an interview ·
News last August, Rives said the term "public i\.y"
lot of different meanings.
To Rives it means the relatively low size cl
where teaching is considered a high priority, in
son to other universities who place priorities on
Rives referred to the "public" as an affordable
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n after nine eventful years
instruction.
Rives was selected by the board in 1983 to
the university's sixth president, he said that his
luded the continuance of quality in academic
., enrollment stability and finding more adequate
tor the university.
all of this ever started, Rives began his career
"ton at Illinois State where he received both his
and master's degrees in speech communicant on to teach classes in speech communicaUniversity of West Virginia.
:received his doctorate from Northwestern in
d public address before returning to Illinois
ere he was a member of the speech
1tion department for 10 years as well as servof undergraduates.
~ft Illinois State to come teach at Eastern and
Provost and Vice President for Academic
assumed the title of acting president until he
"; official appointment as president.
·• basis Rives interacts with students, faculty
the one person who coordinates the presischedule said she will miss that association.
enjoyed working with President Rives on a
for the past several years and will miss that
when he leaves the presidents office," said
1yton, administrative aid to Rives. "What
me about him is his ability to pull so many
her and put out a plan." When it comes
1t the institution is all about, Rives answers
nt's."
to many as the "students president" Rives has
to make Eastern as a institution that stuto attend.
is a neat campus; it looks like a college cam's not too big," Rives said. "We want Eastern
an attractive institution to students. In the 13
been at Eastern we have not had to worry
students to come here," he added.
· 1g an institution with quality instruction is just
ways Rives has achieved the title of "students

•

economic times, the students called on Rives
in maintaining a textbook rental program.
1ting the system and listening to the voice of
, Rives kept the Textbook Rental Service as
a recommendation by faculty to adopt a pur1t Rives is a strong advocate for students, facstaff. In my working relationship with him this
been evident, in any issue or task that we are
," said Barbara Hill, vice president for academ·1ght wonder how Rives could be so in touch
of students, the answer is simply, Student
nt.
troubled times in the Rives administration,
of Student Government stood behind Rives
pus wide confidence vote.

Although Rives said, "A president should stay away
from Student Government with a 10-foot pole," in a
1985 interview with the Warbler yearbook, he now says
that his interaction with student leaders has been positive .
Rives reflected on the days of Joe Butler who was
selected as the 1985 student body president. Butler was
a member of the Silly Party which gained attention with
crazy campaign antics.which ended in a win and not long
after Butler was ousted as president following circumstances as silly as the ones which got him elected to the
position.
Along with Butler, Rives reflected on a student who
applied for the position of university president when
Rives was selected. "He said if selected as president, he
would move his office up to the fourth floor in the tower
so he could be on top of it all," Rives said with a laugh.
Thus reiniterating Rives belief "there is no such thing
as a normal student-at Eastern."
The accomplishments of Eastern's organizations and
athletic teams are something that Rives is very proud of.
The recent appearance by Eastern's Men's basketball
team in the NCAA tournament this past year and other
athletic events stick out as highlights of his tenure, Rives
said.
"The exchange with the students was a good experience and seeing the accomplishments of students and
graduates is gratifying," Rives said.
Rives said he will miss the daily interactions with students and faculty.
With all of the controversy during the past 18 months
behind him, Rives leaves Eastern with the support of
many facultj; members and administrators.
"I have enjoyed working with Dr. Rives," said Art Tate,
director of University Relations.
Communication between Rives and Tate is a daily
occurrence. "During my 32 years in public relations, I
have never had a more supportive supervisor," Tate
added.
Tate is not alone in his belief, "He (Rives) is always
above board and goes out of his way to be helpful," said
Charles Colbert, vice president for Business Affairs.
"Rives was willing to take the heat for something he
didn't have to," Colbert said.
With the end of his career in higher education in site,
and looking to what is a head of him Rives, said his plan
is to "go off and find a nice beach somewhere."
This statement is somewhat different than his plans
when interviewed by the Warbler in 1990. Rives said if
he were to stop being president, he "might pump gas."
The truth is, Rives and his wife Sandy plan to stay in
Charleston, remain active with the university and do
some traveling.
In his final days as president, Rives continues his duties
in a near empty office where he can look out upon
Lincoln Avenue and reflect on his life as Eastern's top
official and look forward to the end of "all of the chicken
dinners and being quoted in The Daily Eastern News ."
His voyage at Eastern is now complete.
-Ann Gill.
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. I r~----The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect Insertion. Report errors
Immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
must meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
· next -day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be p.ublis~ed In, the following days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid ln advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

people,
good
locations.
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
DELUXE APT. FOR 2-3. FURN.,
ALL UTIL & CABLE PAID, 1/2
block to Rec Ctr. C21Wood, Jim
Wood, 345-4489.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5

Two lofts needed for fall. Please
contact Jenni at 345-5468.
8/3
=T-ra_n_s7fe_r_s_,t-ud..,.e_n_,t_n_e_e-d'"""s-1:-:-bedroom or Efficiency apartment
close to campus. Call Mike at
359-3632.

QUIET APT. for 1-2 in decent old
building. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
345-4489.

--~-----..,.-,-:8/5

ROOMMATE: male or female to
share 2 bedroom apt. in campus
area. Call Doug at 345-2584.

Nice, close to campus furnished
house for 1992-93 school year.
No pets. Call 345-3148.
_ __ _ _ __ __ _8/5
Clean rental ; 4 bedroom apt.
W/W/D; 2 Bedroom; 3 Bedroom
home W/W/D . Not all close to
campus. 345-4494.

~----~---,---8/3

=---,---,,--,--,-----;-8/5

ROOMMAilS

Clean, partially furnished, spacious 4-bedroom house needs 1
or 2 females. Free washer &
dryer in basement. Great decorating, Extra nice. Plentiful parking.
$185 each. 1530 Second St. 3451160.

FOR RlNT

-,----,----,-..,..--,--- - - - , - ,8./5

WANilD
ADOPTION

RtDES/RIDlRS
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1

·---t-•
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Very nice 2-bedroom completely
furnished apartment 1/ 2 block
from campus. Nicely decorated;
_.. 'tlew furniture, Water & garbage
· -rnclu'Clea In rent. $210 each .for
two. 345-4508 or 348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5

.

.: ~ ·.· .· .·.
P.M.
6:00
6:30

7:00
7:30
8:00
8:3

1 HOUSE 4 2 or 3 PEOPLE 4
RENT 4 FALL. QUIET AREA.
Please call 345-2945 before July
31 or after August 14.

·~~

FOL!ND - Padded bicycle seat.
Found at Sixth and Harrison. 3481410.

Sign up now for Fall SORORITY
RUSH in the Student Activities
office 316 University Union.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5

1 Bdrm Apt. up, parking, 1 mi.
from campus. Call Eli Sidwell &
Assoc. Ask for Jane Hahn - 3480191 or Steve (eve) 345-1449.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
1/2 block from campus. NEW 2 &
3 bedroom apartments. NEW furniture, carpeting, appliances.
Fully furnished, dishwasher. Call
for yours today. 345-5022.

Heat and water paid. 1 large
room. 818 7th St. $200 a month.
Ray Allen 345-2783.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
2 Bedroom House partially furnished . Available Aug. 1. 2
Blocks from campus. $300/m Call
345-3059 or 345-2844.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 8/5
4 Bedroom, 2 bath House near
McDonalds. New Wall-wall carpet, gas heat. Off street parking.
Ideal for 4 to 6. 345-4595.
_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _8/5
3-4 Bedroom apt. 1 Block from
campus. Nice, clean. Heat, water,
garbage pd. 345-6967.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/29

Hur WANnD

For Sale: 1985 Overland Park
mobile home. 14x72 ft. 3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, central air.
10x16 ft. awning. 10x10 sturdy
built shed. 235-3946.
..,.--..,.-..,.----..,...,-.,.-,,.,,...,..--=-o-:8/5
Blue chair for sale $10 581-5653.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7/29
Zenith 2 year old 25" Console-TV
- $300. 19" color TV - $65. Sears
Energy Saver A/C 7800 BTU $115. 345-4426.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
Ladies Schwinn Varsity bicycle,
$100. Brown vinyl couch and
chair, $100. 345-3956.

-------..,.-~~8/5

~---,-----..,.--,.--,..-,--815

TRAININ<i/Sc.HOOLS

•

block North Pizza Hut. Prefer 3
female students. Washer/dryer &
microwave included. $150.00 ea.
348-5844.

Brand new 2-bedroom completely
furnished apartment 1/2 block
from campus across from Hardee's . Everything brand new .
Water & garbage included in rent.
$21 O each for two. 345-4508 or
348-0288.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ 8/5
3 Bedroom House One block
from campus. Furnished - 3488870 after 5 p.m.

Roommate: 1 Female roommate
for 3 girls. Non-smoker, please.
Bills include water/electricity/gas.
Call (618) 943-5423 after 4 p.m.
Ask for Julie.
.,.--,----:------:---:-..,.--:-;-:-:-:--8/5
2 females needed to fill large
house. Close to campus. Washer/Dryer. $140.00/+ utilities. 3480287.

TRAVlL

~

5 bedroom furnished house.
Newly remodeled, insulated,
storms, dining room, fireplace, 3
bathrooms, jacuzzi. $675 ($135
ea.) 345-4560 or 345-7257.
8/5
2"'"""'B=-e-d~ro_o_m--=F=-u-r-,ni,-s~he-d-:--:-h-o-us-e. 1

---=-c-~~.,,----.,_,.,.-8/5

S1RVJCES OmRlD

OUND

=-c-,.---:----:-:----:--:---813

2 BR, Furnished, CIA, Call after
5:30 p.m., 345-9636.

Male to share 2 BR (own) w/
same. $200.00 month + 1/2 util.
Close to campus. Wash/Dry,
Dishwash., etc. Avail. Aug 1st.
348-7757.
8/5
-D-E~S-P~E-=R-,A-=T-=E_L_Y_ _s"'""E"'"E"'"K,..,.,.ING

DIRECTORY

f;.os

2 Bedroom apartment 1/2 block
from campus. (217-345-5022) or
(618-544-2857). Ask for Glenn.
---------,-,..,..--815
2 bedroom newly remodeled and
completely furnished mobile
home. New carpet, vinyl and
appliances. Water, garbage and
cable included in rent. Located in
nice, quiet trail or court. $240 for
1, $270 for 2 people. 345-4508.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _7-c_8./5
Nice 3 Bedroom House Close to
Campus. 1O month lease. 3454602.

Close to campus individual furnished rooms for men common
areas
Kit., Livingroom,
HeaVElectric included - 348-8870
After 5 p.m.
8/5
..,..G~o~o-=D-G~R-=-o-u=P_,H..,..o""u..,..s""E=-s=---.3-8

MY SECRETARY - Resumes,
typing. For appointment, call 3451150. .

8/5

w--H"""'E-=T,-H-=E-=R-cYC-CO~U-A'""R,...,E~B,-,U~YING

OR SELLING, RENTING OR
LEASING , THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS CLASSIFIED ADS
CAN DO IT FOR YOU . FOR
MORE INFORMATION CALL
581-2812 TO PLACE YOUR AD.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _h.a-00

_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _8/5

Nice 2-bedroom apartment close
to EIU. Parking, laundry, A/C. No
pets. 345-7286.

FOR SALE-AKC Dalmations and
Labradors, puppies and adults.
Excellent bloodlines. Shots and
wormed $100 - $150. 345-4808.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _8/5
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USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12 Life-13

Fox-8, 55

DISC-9

News

MacGyver

Night Court

MacNeil Lehrer

Cheers

Planet Earth

XXV Summer

Entmt. Tonight

Married...

Olympic Games

Forbes 400

Wonder Years

48 Hours

9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

News

M*A*S*H

Love Conn.

SportsCenter

902j0

Wildside

GoldenV'1f'f'

Championship

Melrose Place

Wings

Bloodsport

L.A.

Law

Little House

of Sinbad

the Prairie

Skatin
Championship

Star Trek

Challenge

WKRP

Chronicles

My Hero

Arsenio

Firepower

Lawmakers

Human Animals

Film

Dancing

Incident
News

Movie:

Geographic

Wrote

News

Sanford

Monkeys to Apes Disney

National

Lightening

Fishing
News Scan

Beverley Hills

Movie:

Movie: The

Civil Wars

Night Court

Murder, She

Doogie Howser

9:00

China Beach

Andy Griffith

ie Howser

L-!!e!_
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WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

D

is now
accepting
Visa and
Mastercard
for all
your advertising

PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day onl
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Ex
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Satur
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be publi
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or con
conflicting information will not be run.

News

Raven

The Daily
Eastern News

NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend Mass schedule is as
lows: Sat. 5 :00 p.m . and Sun. 8:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. at St. Ch
Rides will be given 15 minutes before the 5:00 p.m. al)P. 9 :30 a.
Mass. Meet under the Union Walkway.

WCIA-3

Wonder Years

I
I
I
I
I
I

IT!

Furnished house for 3-5 students.
Close to EIU. Parking, laundry.
No pets. 345-7286.

News

Baseball

:

- - - ----.,.---,,--,-8/5

WTW0-2

SportsCenter

1
I
I
I MasterCard
I
I
I CHARGE

New Mike

Honeymooners

Hammer

Dennis Miller

Movie:
Thirtysomething

Movie

Equalizer

Gary Shandling

.

~

.::..

"· ~.

Red Alell

.
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6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
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11:30
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News

News

News
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Planet Earth
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XXV Summer

Ent. Tonight

Married...

Bowling

Olympic Games Top Cops

Who's the Boss?

Street

Growing Pains

Stories

Homefront

Boxing

Live

Baseball Ton.

News

News

SportsCenter

M*A*S*H

Love Connection

Night Line

Movie:

Ill. Gardener

She Wrote

Mad Max

This Old House
Presidents

Blazin
Prime Time

Current Affair

Johnny B

Star Shot

Equalizer

Night Court

Murder,
Movie:

Bodies of
Evidence

Andy Griffith
L.A. Law
Movie:

Simpsons

Carriers

Parker Lewis

G.I Diary

Beverly Hills

Beyond 2000

Passion

Final

90210

Saddles

News

Mystery!

Judgement

Star Trek

Coast to Coast

Golf

Honeymooners

Being Served?

Th1rtysomething

WKRP

Natural World

Dennis Miller

Movie

News Scan

Sanford

Disney:

Movie:
Red Sonja

Baseball:
Braves at

Arsenic Hall
Theater
Gary Shandling

Movie

FRIDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
.8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
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WTW0-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-10, 9

WILL-12, 12 Life-13

News

News

News

SportsCenter

MacGyver

Night Court

MacNeil Lehrer

XXV Summer

Entmt. Tonight

Married ..

Baseball

Olympic Games Movie:
Coopersmith

Murder, She

Family Matters

Wrote

Wall Street Week

Dinosaurs

Beyond Reality

Keeping America

Cubs at Mets

Washington Week

WEIU-29, 51

Planet Earth

EIU Connection

Bev H1llb1lhes

Great Lakes

Sanford

L.A. Law

Disney

Movie: The

Most Wanted

Wildlife
Profiles

Movie: Getting

Sightings

Chronicles

TBS-15

Beastmaster
Little House

Memories

Perfect Strangers

Swamp Thing

Number 1

Up and Goin

Hidden Video

Firepower

o/t Prairie

20/20

Hitchhiker

Barn Againl

Home

Star Trek

Jack Hanna's

Combat

News

News

Free to Laugh

WKRP

Invention

Sneak Preview

Braves at

Arsenic

Beyond Tom.

Film

Giants
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Current Affair
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News

Golf
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Dennis Miller
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Carousel
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Night Court
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Baseball
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China Beach

•
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Jazz Backstage
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hours of operation for Summer Semester 92 book returns at the Textbook Rental Service are as follows:

Textbook Sales for the Summer
92 semester still in progress and
will end Friday, July 31st. Students may purchase, at full
replacement cost, textbooks

Saturday, August 8th
1O:OO a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Monday, August 10th
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Tuesday, August 11th
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
7:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, August 12th
must be returned no later than 4:00 p.m. Wednesday, August 12th, to avoid a late fine.
must pay· full replacement cost for lost textbooks. Such payments are non-refundable. You will also be
·ec1 to pay replacement cost for textbooks in which you have done writing or highlighting, which have
subjected to unusual wear, or have been water damaged.
you return textbooks by the announced deadline at term-end you are subject to fines of $2.00 per
plus $.25 per day per book with a maximum of $10.00 per book. If a textbook is lost, the fine is in addito ~e book's full replacement cost.

8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
to 12:00 p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30

Renew: _ __

Registration Oeadljne

Score RiaP<>rt Pate. •c " ' ·

October 3, 1992

August 22, 1992

November 14, 1992

January 9, 1993

November 28, 1992

February 20, 1993

April 17, 1993

March 6, 1993

May29, 1993

July 10, 1993

May29, 1993

August21, 1993

<S

ACROSS

_ _ _ _ _ New:

Test Pate

George Schlinsog, Associate Dean
College of Education

30Posed
31 Attains
33Aberdeen
&Foray
uncles
to Basin St.
35 Opposite of haw
specialty
37 Horses with
14 Varnish
sprinklings of
ingredient
white hairs
15 To be, to Brutus
38 Play by Neil
16 Helm position
Simon
17 Corn breads
42 More constant
11 Second word of
43 Artillery-shell pt.
a fairytale
19 "Gone With the 44 H .S. Jr.'s exam
45Absorb
48 Western Indian
20 Play by Neil
Simon (with
so Begley and
~The")
, Sullivan
23 Oman, e.g.
51 Negative for 33
Across
241.R.S. employee
or adversary
52 Ill-fated Cunard
liner
27 Hippie's home
1 Custard apple

_ _ _ _ _ _ State: _ _ Zip: _ __

ummer _ _Fall _ _Spring _ _Full Year _ _

$15

$28

$28

$

$52

Cash __Check_ _

State: _ _ Zip:. _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

.
.
'SELL SHORT

DOWNi
,I. · r.,...

24 Pleasure
carriage

l 1.\11.'1£ f...

It's the 1 for $1 deal!

DAI>.

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON.COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO
IES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST
PRICED .

_ _ _ __ __ _ _Phone:_ - - ' - - - - - -

Expiration code (office use only) .
No. words/days

Compositor_ _ _ __
A'mount due:$ _ _ _ _ __

46 Yellowish-

brown pigment
47 Suburb of Paris
49 Schools in 47
Down
53 Madison Ave .
denizen
54 Bridge-score
column

55 Ubangi tributary
56 Not p ub.
57 Come in last
saObserver
59 Word with tote
or grab ·
80 --carte
&t Reo or Hudson

by Bill Watterson

W\.\lC\.\ E)(t>.CTL'( l\Q.E Tl-\£
\.\1\1..C\ON t>l\'l':> 01= Mi

O\J£5Tl0\'I,

~OIJn\? I'S Sll-1\JROf\'{ GN£;.

1 13£.l\E'lE n\EfRt. AW1',ROED
RE\ROl\C.T\'<JEL~ ~\.\EN '(O\J'Rt.
GROWN \JP

1-11\LC.'{oNIT'( \':>
RELri.\l'<lt: .

I

\~,gm
~·
-

c..-:;

728

ITS It;::> \.\C>I iC SITTP W\H{
'(CN \N nit. . 8£0 . '{O\J'RE
8LOC.~\NG 1\-\t. BREEZE i\t..\.tJ
'l<YJ Tl.'!(.£. \l? 100 ~\JC\\ R.oo\.\ !
~

Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __

25 Number five
26 Black figures
27 A bivalve
mollusk; scallop
28 Tel-el- - -.
Ikhnaton's
capital
29 Flood
32 Brilliant stroke
34 Pintado fish
36 Tolkien creature
39 Foam
40 See 29 Down
4t Garret

Calvin and Hobbes

SAVE LONG'
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

The Link Between The World And You

t Invigorates,
with "up"
2 Baseball
brothers' name
3 Philadelphia's
William
4 Iowa college
town
5 Birthday secrets
& Alumni-day
head
1 Piaster part
8 Weather-map
feature
9Mean
10 Benchley film
t1 The Greatest
12 Buddhist sect
l ,,l"'lnl"l""I
t3 British omega
21 Insect stage
1 ',-tlf""·~-if"-:-1l.,.·:-1i.-.-:-1i 22 Time periods
..,.

!Address: _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:

The· Daily Eastern News

54 Play by Neil
Simon
59 The Father of
Musicians
82 Legendary
Roman king
83 Mervyn of
Hollywood
64 Wings: Lat.
85Trim
88 Beethoven girl
87 Cooper or Hart
ea "Green Gables"
girl
89 Separate

r

"

Walter Klingenberg, Director
TextbooJ< Rental Service

All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or school service personnel certificates) must
pass the Illinois Certification Tests before being issued a certificate. These consist of a Basic Skills Test and
a subject-matter examination. It is suggested that the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's college career
and the subject exam be taken after completion of all or most of the courses in one's major.
Since these tests are given only four times each year, interested individuals should be aware of the dates
and deadlines listed below. Anyone having questions concerning these exams, or needing registration forms,
study guides, or assistance, may contact the College of Education in Buzzard Building 210. .. . "· "

hours of operation for Fall Semester 92 book distribution at the Textbook Rental Service are as follows:

Subscription Form

operation are 7:30 a.m. to 12:00
p.m. and 1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Monday trough Friday.

TEACHERCERTIRCATIONEXAMS

TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE
Monday, August 24th
Tuesday, August 25th
Wednesday, August 26th
Thursday, August 27th
Friday, August 28th
'k Rental Service will resume regular office hours of 8:00 a.m.
'·on August 31st.

checked out to them for courses
in which they are currently
enrolled, subject to the availability
of replacements. Students need
to bring the textbooks in with
them at the time of purchase.
Textbook Rental Service hours of

CP£t-l\~G 1\.\'tc W\~\)O'W \-\OR£.
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U.S.,Cuba to renew baseball rivalry
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) - Forget that it's the
Olympics. Put aside national pride. This U.S.-Cuba
baseball series is just a good old-fashioned, in-yourface rivalry.
They throw at each other. Step on each other's feet.
Celebrate homers with raised arms. Talk a little trash
from the dugout.
·
It's the Red Sox-Yankees of international play, the
Reds-Dodgers of amateur baseball.
"It's a pretty good rivalry," U.S. third baseman
Phil Nevin said. "I'm sure everybody is looking forward to hopefully seeing us and Cuba in the goldmedal game. I'm sure it'd be quite a game." The preview is Wednesday, when the tournament's only
unbeaten teams meet for their round-robin game. The
United States beat Italy I 0-0 Tuesday and Cuba hit
three homers in an 8-2 rout of Japan, its third lopsided win.
In the other two games, the Dominican Republic
beat Spain 11-2 and Taiwan beat Puerto Rico 10-1.
Baseball may be America's pastime, but it's Cuba's
glory at the amateur level. The Cubans are 67-1 in
international tournament play. Their only loss? To the
United States in the 1987 Pan American Games.
The rivalry has a little to do with records, a lot to
do with their styles.
The Cubans are the heavyweights of international
baseball, the most talented and experienced roster in
the world. They're loaded with power hitters and
pitching.
But they don't rest on their talent edge. They're

also the most practiced at mind games.
They step out on the pitcher again and again to
break his rhythm; work the umpires by arguing balls
and strikes; pump a fist after each home run to
applaud their own firepower; skip batting practice to
make it look as if they can just come off the bench
and hit.
And they do everything with a certain swagger.
"They try to intimidate you a little," said U.S.
pitcher Rick Helling, who will start against Cuba
Wednesday. "They know they're the best, and they let
you know it."
The United States has let them know they don't
much appreciate the theatrics. The Cubans won five
of the seven games against the United States on an
Olympic exhibition tour, but found themselves in a
beanball war.
The Americans thought their players were being
thrown at, so they threw back. The benches cleared
twice during the series.
·
"We're not going to necessarily do the intimidating, but we 're going to fight back and do whatever
we have to do," Nevin said. "They threw at a couple
of our guys, and we threw back at them. It's part of
baseball. You don't like to see it, but if they're going
to do it, we're going to do it to them."
They've had a few other flare-ups since the countries normalized baseball relations in 1986. The
Cubans are 31-13 against the United States and have
won every important game, but the Americans have
earned their respect.

U.S. having tough time in water
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) "You have to realize that world
Nothing is sure for the U.S. swim- record holders and American
ming team any more. Not Janet superstars are just as human as anyEvans. Not Matt Biondi. Not even one else," said Lea Loveless, who
when one of its members is won a bronze medal for the United
moments away from having a States in the 200 backstroke
medal draped around his neck.
Tuesday.
The two stars of the 1988
The United States picked up one
Olympic team faded Tuesday in gold medal , one silver and one
events they won iQ Seoul, deepen- bronze - all from women - in
ing the disappointment of a 1992 Tuesday's five events and have
~uad that \\a~ fallen short of lofty
have four gold
I l
.
r.
, medals, four silvers
eKP,eCtaU0n~
..,
"..,.
• and three bronzes in the 14 events
' Evans is the world record holder so far.
in the 400-meter freestyle but
Science, as well as humans,
didn't win it Tuesday for the first failed the Americans.
The sophisticated timing system
time since 1986. She ended an 18race streak in that event by finish- - relying on a pad at one end of the
ing second.
pool that stops 'the clock when a
Biondi is the world record holder swimmer touches it - had a tough
in the 100 freestyle, but finished an day, too.
astounding fifth. He came into the
Jon Olsen of Jonesboro, Ark.,
event with nine of the world's IO declared the bronze medalist in the
best times.
I 00 freestyle, was dropped to
"This is the most competitive fourth after an official review.
Olympics ever," said women's
The pad in Lane 5, in which
coach Mark Schubert, trying to put Gustavo Borges of Brazil was
a happy spin on the meet. "The swimming, didn't work properly.
world has caught up but they
Borges, a student at Michigan,
haven't gone by us." But not even was awarded second place, a decia world record performance by the sion Olsen learned of by overhearU.S. women's 400 freestyle relay ing a judge's walkie-talkie seconds
team could hide the team's trou- before the medal ceremony.
bles.
"It's really hard to swallow,"

r---------------------,
\

Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday
4 'til9p.m.

.·.·.·
.·

i pagHai's
::

PIZZA

1600 LINCOLN
345-3400

:·

::

Olsen said. "I wasn't angry. I was
just tlisappointed about the way it
happened." Alexandre Popov of
the Unified Team won in 49.02 and
Stephan Caron of France was third
in 49.50, one-hundredth of a second ahead of Olsen. Biondi's time
was 49.53.
The reversal dropped Biondi
from fourth to fifth.
"You know when you've swum
well and know when you didn 't, "
he said. "People see I'm human
and I have bad days. You'd like to
be a superhero but my cape slipped
off. " At the 1988 Olympics,
Biondi, of Castro Valley, Calif.,
won five gold medals, including
the 100 freestyle, a silver and a
bronze.
With about 25 yards left, Biondi
began struggling and "the wheels
started shaking a little bit," he said.
Evans, of Placentia, Calif., also
had trouble in the last lap after setting too fast an early pace.
"I think I died a little at the end,"
she said. "I'm happy, but I'm disappointed. I still have a world record,
I have a gold medal from four years
ago and I got a silver medal here."
She also had a tear in the comer of
her eye as she left the silver medalist's spot on the podium.

$1.99 FULL ORDER
WITH GARLIC BREA
AVE.~-

SORRY NO CARRYOUT

•

• ·

Late Nite Special
FREE

Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.rn.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thi
No Coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers

Got a Group? Get the Scoop!

YOUNGSTOWN
0
0
0
0
0

Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4
People
3 Bedroom for 5-6 People
Fully Furnished
Dishwashers
Garbage

m
m

Basic Cable Paid

Central Air

CAMBRIDGE & NANTUCKET

345-2363

(MEDIUM (14"))

SAUSAGE & CHEESE
PIZZA ...TO GO!

Contact Lens Special
Offer available to Students/Faculty/Staff/ Administration & Families

CLEAR Soft
Contacts

Now at Monical's, get a Med. (14")
Thin Crust Sausage & Cheese Pizza...

Just

$5.95

~•Tu

$7.45 with a Large (16•) Pizza
Good 7 Days/Week with
Carry-Out/Dellvery thru 8/13/92.
Limit 1o pizzas per coupon.
Additional toppings @
regular charge.

Buy a pair
of colored
contacts and
receive a
Buy a pair of complete glasses*
clear* pair free
for $40.00 with purchase
*standard soft daily
of a pair of contact lens.
wear or extended wear

*Standard vision CR-39 lenses.

')~

Charleston
909 18th Street

348-7515

Buy a pair
of clear
contacts* and
receive a 2nd
pair free
*standard soft daily
wear or extended wear

345-2527
EXPRESS 528
West Lincoln
Charleston
EYECARE
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en's volleyball shaves Canada
,ARCELONA, Spain (AP) new-look United States men's
:yball team, sporting shaved
s in a show of unity, beat
1ada in five sets today in its
match since officials overits victory against Japan.
1e Americans, needing a victo stay in medals contention,
15-12, 15-12, 10-15, 11-15,

14.
'"We did it because of the
st ruling," team spokesman
1ard Wanninger said before the
h. "It's kind of a unity thing
show everyone we 're behind
i." Wanninger also shaved his
:ob Samuelson, who was at the
inter of Japan's protest in
1nday's opening-round match
:ause of his behavior, kept his
ing down this time. The team's
,ye in his support "took the
:sure off me," he said.
Olympic veteran Steve
mmons, of Newport Beach,
if., said the decision to shave
heads had "a bonding effect.
we didn't play all that well."
was real tough to focus on

Canada~·

after the protest decision,

he said.
Nick Becker, an opposite hitter
from Newport Beach, said the
shaving of the heads was "both in
protest and solidarity."
"It started out as a sign of
protest, but it has definitely
brought us together," said team
captain Scott Fortune, of Laguna
Beach, Calif.
The Americans got a huge cheer
when they entered the arena with
their new look. But they fell
behind 7-2 before taking a 10-7
lead and winning the set.
- The Americans controlled the
second set, but then ran into trouble and lost the next two sets,
putting Canada in position to
knock the United States out of a
chance at-a third straight gold
medal.
The decisive set was close until
the end. A mistake by Terrance
Gagnon, who let the ball slip
through his hands, gave the
Americans a match point, but
Canada staged a successful attack.
Timmons then spiked for another match point, and when a spike

....

by Joseph Albert went wide, the
Americans had their first victory.
Some of the Canadians didn't
think much of the Americans' new
look.
"It's a joke, it makes them look
silly," said Bradley Willock, who
stayed on the bench.
But he also gave credit to the
U.S. team. "This is definitely a
much more experienced team.
When it gets down to the wire,
they definitely don't panic."
In Sunday's match against
Japan, Samuelson was at the center of the protest. With the
Japanese at match point in the
fourth set, Samuelson was hit with
a second yellow card for yelling at
the officials. The Americans then
went on to win the match in five
sets. However, the rules state
Samuelson should have been
given a red card at that point, with
Japan receiving an automatic point
- the match winner in this case.
; Because the rules were broken,
the International Volleyball
Federation took away the
American victory and awarded the·
match to Japan.
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.emner figures the flap created by the volleyball
1troversy can't hurt her sport. It's nothing new,
.h.

~~ ....... >-t .......

"There's always been a lot of controversy," she
said. "It's very emotional... The crowds are raucus.
People are discovering us." While the U.S. men were
busy shaving, the women were hoping to emerge from
these Games with improved status for their sport.
"The goal for the team and the staff is to make volleyball the next team sport to take over TV," said
Kemner, who is regarded as one of the world's most
complete players and was named MVP of the 1991
World Cup. "We need to establish ourselves. People
need to see that there is no dropoff between the men
and women in volleyball, the way there is in, say, basketball.
"People play volleyball everywhere," she said.
"They don't understand the next level, though. The
rules don't change, just the athleticism." And the haircuts.
America's baseball team plays what could be its
most significant game of the tournament Wednesday,
facing gold medal favorite Cuba.
Stanford junior Rick Helling starts for Team USA.
Helling, a first-round draft choice of the Texas
Rangers, was 2-1 with a 3.66 earned run average during the summer for the Americans and three weeks
ago in Minneapolis shared a three-hit shutout of Cuba.
That was one of just two victories the Americans
managed against Cuba in seven pre-Olympic meetings.
Helling is the first right-handed starter for coach
Ron Fraser, following lefties Jeff Alkire, who defeated
Spain, Ron Villone, who beat Taiwan and B.J .
Wallace, who pitched the United States to its third
straight victory Tuesday, beating Italy 10-0. By contrast, Cuba defeated the Italians 18-1.

!
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HOURS
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Phone 345-1071

omen's volleyball opens up Wednesday
:ARCELONA, Spain (AP) - To answer the obviquestion, no, the U.S. women's volleyball team
not show up for its Olympic opener Wednesday
· .st Japan with shaved heads.
1e American men have gone the razor route as a
11 tonsorial statement against the reversal of an
:nt victory over Japan, a win turned into a loss
makes their road to a medal more complicated.
1e women's game, also against Japan, might be
perfect spot to punctuate the protest. Don't count
it, though. The American women figure the guys
perfectly capable of fighting their own battles.
'aren Kemner, star of the U.S. women's team,
the best way the men could make up for this
bit of business would be to beat up on the rest of
volleyball field. That effort began Tuesday when
two-time defending Olympic champions defeated
1da 15-12, 15-12, 10-15, 11-15, 16-14.
at's how we'd handle it," said Kemner. "We
1rt them, but we're strictly doing this for our1es." Still, there is a bit of intrigue to the women's
:hup against Japan following the unpleasantness
ithe men's opener. That gives NBC fodder for
1esday's late-night Olympic programming.
'lier, the network will show preliminaries and
:s of five swimming events as well as medals in
's springboard diving, men's team gymnastics and
'ividual pursuit cycling. Rowing, tennis, gymnasbasketball, equestrian, boxing, and wrestling also
scheduled on a day when 17 medals were to be
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Purcell may come back quicker than expected
By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

Dan Purcell is a left tackle for
the Panther football team who
thought he'd be sitting out the
first half of his senior season due
to a knee injury incurred in spring
drills.
But through a lot of hard work
and rehabilitation training, Purcell
looks to be back in the line-up no
later than the home opener Sept.
19 and maybe sooner.
"Purcell will be back much
sooner than we'd thought," head
coach Bob Spoo said. "It's a really miraculous thing of his recovery and it's ·really important to us
because he's much needed in the
line-up.
"We realize it's important to
·n an, too. This is his last crack at
college ball and he's challenged
his injury and is determined to

play," Spoo said.
Spoo said Purcell has pushed
himself and has worked twice as
hard in rehabilitation. "After he's
back at full strength, it becomes a
mental thing. Football is a risky
sport where injury is a possibility
and it's something he'll have to
put his mind off to play well once
he's back in there."
Purcell seems anxious to get
back at full strength also. "I'm
wanting to come back as fast as I
can," Purcell said of the season.
"As far as exactly when I'll return
to the starting line-up depends a
lot on how I fare in fall workouts.
Right now I haven't been able to
do as much running as everyone
else."
As far as the season goes,
Purcell thinks the offense will be
strong but that the team needs to
come together more. "The key for
us is to play together as a team

Dan Purcell
more and play with more emotion
and greater confidence each
week," he said.
"There's no reason we can't

win the conference if everyone
shows up to play football every
game and that includes the entire
team. But what makes it tough on
us going into this season is the
memory of those one point losses.
When we play the Northern
Iowas, Westem's and Southem's,
we'll have that memory."
Purcell realizes the team is
pretty young and inexperienced in
some areas, but still thinks the
potential is there to surprise
everyone in the Gateway.
"There's some people that are
pissed off about last season and
we want to kill everybody we
play, not just the conference
teams, everybody."
Purcell knows there's no weak
sister in the conference this year
and that contributes to the fact the
Panthers have one of the toughest
I-AA schedules this season. But
Purcell thinks one of the keys

during the season will be i
everyone to work hard in prac ·
on their biggest weaknesses
avoid having them exploited
games.
"I think this year we' II
pretty balanced football tea
Purcell said of the offen
"We've got a good quarterb
runners and receivers and sho
be able to have equal amount
success."
From an offensive linem
view, Purcell says the line w
to avoid the quarterback s
while allowing a runner to g
100 yards each game. T
doesn't seem to be an unat ·
able goal according to Purcell.
"I think we've got good eno
athletes up front to allow that
happen plus we 're balanced to
point where we won't have to
the ball primarily in one di
tion," he said.

Buechele leads Cu-b
in 11-1 rout of Pirate

DAN KOONCE/Staff photographer

Stretch
Kim Rhodes, a graduate student, receives a ball while playing tennis Tuesday afternoon at a court in front
of Coleman Hall.

CHICAGO (AP) - Steve in the seventh, his ninth of the
Buechele said he never had a day but his first as a Cub.
like Tuesday, when he doubled,
"Buechele is a good player,
tripled and homered, finishing a question about it," Pirates m
single shy of the cycle.
er Jim Leyland said. "He'll do
"If I had, I would have remem- here." As for Tomlin, Ley!
bered it," Buechele said after lead- said: "He didn't have good con
ing the Chicago Cubs past his for- He was behind too much
mer team - the Pittsburgh Pirates - Chicago took a 3-0 lead in the
11- l.
ond on Luis Salazar's sacrifice
Buechele already had the big and RBI doubles by Buechele
hits and needed a single in the Joe Girardi. The Cubs made it
eighth for the cycle, but third base- in the fourth when Sammy S
man John Wehner made a good doubled home a run and scored
play on Buechele's ground smash Ryne Sandberg's triple.
and just threw him out.
Buechele tripled off Blas ·
"He made a great play, and I'm in the fifth and scored on a w'
not fleet of foot," Buechele said.
pitch. Rey Sanchez doubled in
Mike Morgan (9-4) allowed five sixth and scored when Minor fi
hits in seven shutout innings as ed Morgan's bunt and threw wit
Chicago got 18 hits and set a sea- past third for an error.
son high for runs. The Cubs won
Chicago added three runs in
their third consecutive game and seventh on Buechele's homer,
their eighth in their last 11.
RBI double by Sanchez and a
Pittsburgh lost for the seventh scoring single by Doug Dasce
time in nine games. Randy Tomlin
"We played a complete g
( l 0-7) gave up five runs and nine Cubs manager Jim Lefebvre sai
hits in four innings, and is 0-4 in
"Morgan did a great job and
six starts since June 22.
aefense made some great pla
. Buechele, acquired by Chicago The plays that Sanchez a
from Pittsburgh on July 11, dou- Dawson made took the heart out
bled in the second, tripled in the them. Then our hitting ca
fifth and homered off Steve Cooke through. We kept adding runs."

Dream Team defends defense U.S women gymnast

BARCELONA, Spain (AP) - A
block. A breakaway. A dunk. One
play against Croatia, one point the
U.S. men's basketball team wants
to make on its way to Olympic
gold.
With just under five minutes to
play, Toni Kukoc, the European
superstar whose courtship by the
Chicago Bulls incensed Scottie
Pippen and Michael Jordan, went
up for an 18-foot jumper. There he
met Jordan, who blocked the shot
and tapped the ball to Pippen for
an uncontested slam at the other
end.
Ah, defense is the stuff the
Dream Team is made of.
"Defense creates offense for you
when you play good defense,"
Pippen said Tuesday, a day for the
Americans to rest Magic Johnson's

aching right knee. "Good defense
has helped us get the good shots
and dunks." Not everyone is convinced of that. Even after losing by
68 points, Angola coach Victorino
Cunha insisted that collegians play
stronger defense than the pros.
"No one gives us credit for what
we do on defense," said Johnson,
who is listed as questionable for
Wednesday night's game against
Germany. "We can shut down
teams even when our offense isn't

going. We didn't give Croatia
nothing. We know if we can hold a
team, we'll get a burst sometime in
the game." A burst indeed. Try 461 against Angola, 27-7 and 24-5
against Croatia.
"If the scores of the games don't
indicate how we 're playing
defense, I don't know what will,"
Johnson said.
Maybe 32 steals. That's how
many the Americans made against
Croatia, considered one of the few
threats to give Team USA a competitive game. Jordan had eight,
Pippen five.
Pippen did the job on Kukoc,
holding him to four points.
"I've never been so impressed
by a guy playing defense as Scottie
did against Toni Kukoc," Charles
Barkley said.

claim bronze medal
BARCELONA, SPAIN (AP)
- Kim Zmeskal nailed her final
vault for a 9.950 to lock down a
spot in the women's all-around
and help the United States hold
on for a bronze medal Tuesday
night - the first team medal
since 1984.
It is also was the first time the
United States has won a team
medal of any kind with athletes
from the former Soviet Union in
the competition.
Shannon Miller, 15, of
Edmond, Okla., led all scorers
with 79.311 points.
The Unified Team, led by
Svetlana Boguinskaia at 79 .287,
won the gold with 395.666

points.
Romania took the silver wi
395.079. Christina Bontas
Romainia was third at 79.211.
The Americans finished
394.704.
Zmeskal, who entered t
optional round in 32nd pla
overall after falling from the
ance beam Sunday night in
compulsories, finished 12th ·
78.749. She also moved ahead
teammates Kerri Strug, 14,
Tucson, Ariz., and Dominiq
Dawes, 15, of Silver Sprin
Md., ensuring her a chance
compete in the all-around.
Zmeskal, 16, of Houston,
fifth on the team after her fall.

